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Glossary

CH₄ Methane

CO Carbon monoxide

CO2 Carbon dioxide

CO₂-e Carbon dioxide and all other gasses

FC Fuel consumption

EFC Equivalent fuel consumption

HCVs Heavy commercial vehicles

NOx Nitrogen oxides

NO₂ Nitrogen dioxide

N20 Nitrous oxide

PM Particulate matter

PM0.1 Fine particulate matter less than 0.1 µm in diameter

PM1.0 Fine particulate matter less than 1 µm in diameter

PM2.5 Fine particulate matter less than 2.5 µm in diameter

PM10 Particulate matter less than 10 µm in diameter

TSP Total suspended particulates

VEPM Vehicle Emissions Prediction Model

VFEM Vehicle Fleet Emissions Model

VKT Vehicle kilometres travelled

%VKT Percentage of vehicle kilometres travelled

VOC Volatile organic compounds
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1 Overview
The Vehicle Emissions Prediction Model (VEPM) has been developed by Waka Kotahi NZ Transport
Agency (Waka Kotahi) and Auckland Council to predict emissions from vehicles in the New Zealand
fleet under typical road and operating conditions. The model provides estimates that are suitable for
air quality assessments and regional emissions inventories. Since its release in 2008, the VEPM has
been successfully used in Auckland and around New Zealand to estimate vehicle emissions in air
quality assessments for road projects. An important feature of the model is the ability to estimate
changes to vehicle emissions in future years (from 2001 to 2050)1.

The emission factor database that VEPM utilises to derive New Zealand-relevant factors is
periodically updated with improved factors to reflect new technologies, emerging issues, and real-
world effects. The previous version of VEPM (VEPM 6.3)1 was released in March 2022. The upgraded
VEPM 7.0 has been developed from an excel spreadsheet (VEPM 6.3) to a website interface, the
benefits of this are:

 Improved run times, particularly when running multiple scenarios
 Reduced likelihood of unintended errors arising by knowingly or unknowingly changing Excel

cells
 Increased confidence in the model outputs due to improved visibility of the calculation logic

for the model developers
 Simpler annual updates
 Provisions of a database of model outputs, available as an input to other emissions calculation

tools such as the Project Emissions Estimation Tool (PEET)2.

There have been no technical changes between VEPM 6.3 and VEPM 7.0.

Following this introduction, this report is structured as follows:

 An overview of how to use VEPM 7.0 is given in section 2
 Section 3 provides an overview of the (Year and Speed) tab
 Section 4 provides an overview of the (Fleet Profile) tab
 Section 5 provides an overview of the right-hand side outputs of VEPM 7.0
 Section 6 includes how to use the bulk run feature of VEPM 7.0 including the bulk input

process, populating the bulk input template, running of the bulk run and gives an overview of
the bulk outputs.

1 Vehicle Emissions Prediction Model: VEPM 6.3 update technical report. Report prepared for Waka Kotahi NZ Transport
Agency by Emission Impossible Ltd, April 2022.
2 Project Emissions Estimation Tool (PEET) | Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency (nzta.govt.nz)
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2 Using VEPM
This section provides an overview of the instructions required for running VEPM 7.0 and details the
various options available to users. Figure 2.1 shows a screenshot of VEPM 7.0 upon opening.

VEPM 7.0 can be used to calculate fleet weighted emissions factors for a single scenario or used for
multiple calculations using the bulk run feature of VEPM.

Single calculation Single calculations allow users to interact with the model in a simple and
rapid way by adding in a single fleet scenario and receiving immediate
results that are also able to be downloaded.

Bulk run The bulk run feature of the model provides the functionality for users to
perform multiple (between 1 to 1000) emission calculations at the same
time. The bulk run feature allows users to repeat a run multiple times
with incremental changes in one (or more) input parameters and is a
beneficial tool for modellers and complex users.

There are five key steps to using VEPM 7.0 to calculate fleet weighted emission factors:

Step 1 – Opening VEPM 7.0 Open VEPM 7.0 Vehicle Emissions Prediction Model V7.0
(vepm.co.nz). VEPM 7.0 works in all browser types.

VEPM 7.0 will open as shown in Figure 2.1. When the
VEPM 7.0 is opened default values are prepopulated and
can be used for calculation.

Step 2 – Input data To calculate the fleet weighted emissions for a single
scenario, the user can make changes in the left-hand side
(inputs) of the VEPM in the (Year & Speed) and (Fleet
Profile) tabs. The tab that is highlighted grey indicates the
tab that the user is currently editing (Figure 2.1).

Together the (Year & Speed) and (Fleet Profile) inputs
determine the fleet weighted emissions factors (outputs).

Step 3 – Input data - bulk run The Bulk Run tab is used to upload and run multiple fleet
weighted emission factors as described in Section Error!
Reference source not found..

Step 4 – Calculating fleet weighted
emissions factors

Clicking (Calculate) on the right-hand summary pane will
produce a summary of fleet weighted emissions factors
(outputs) on the right-hand side of the VEPM.

Step 5 – View output data Output fleet weighted emissions factors can be viewed as
a summary on VEPM 7.0, copied to clipboard or exported
to an excel file.

Details of how to calculate unique fleet weight emissions factors is described in the following
sections of this report.
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Figure 2.1: Screen shot VEPM 7.0 upon opening
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3 Input data - Year & Speed
To calculate emissions for a single scenario, data is entered in the “Year & Speed” tab of VEPM 7.0
(Figure 3.1). When VEPM 7.0 is opened, default values are shown (which can be used for
calculation).

To calculate fleet weighted emission for a single scenario, the user can follow the steps below to
make changes in the left-hand side (inputs) of the “Year & Speed” tab.

1 VEPM 7.0 is prepopulated with default values upon opening.
2 Use the drop-down arrows to change the parameters (input year, gradient, heavy vehicle load,

consider cold start? and consider degradation?). The input parameters are described in
Section 3.1.

3 The following parameters (average trip length, ambient temperature and input average
speeds), require the user to enter a value between the range of valid values, shown in
parentheses next to the input box. The input parameters are described in Section 3.1. If a
value is entered that is outside the valid input range an error message will show in the top
right of the page and the model will automatically overwrite the input with the closest value
within the valid range.

Figure 3.1 shows an annotated screenshot of the “Year & Speed” tab on VEPM 7.0.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the left-hand side (inputs) of the “Year & Speed” tab on VEPM 7.0.
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3.1 Year & Speed input parameters

Details of the required input parameters of VEPM are the same as in previous versions of VEPM3 and
are described as follows:

Year The analysis year must be between 2001 and 2050. VEPM selects a pre-
defined default fleet profile for the New Zealand fleet using the year
selected.

Gradient Road gradients between -6% and +6% can be selected in 2% increments.

Load Loading factors for heavy commercial vehicles (HCVs) of 0%, 50% and 100%
can be selected. The default loading factor is 50%.

Consider cold
start?

When a vehicle is started from cold, emissions are substantially higher until
the engine and catalyst warm up. Cold start emissions are estimated in the
model for each vehicle class except HCVs. Cold start emissions are affected
by the user-defined ambient temperature and the average trip length. Cold
start emission factors are not available for HCVs. It is likely that commercial
vehicles spend the majority of their life in use, hence cold start is not a
significant factor in their operation.

Consider
degradation?

The model allows the user to consider degradation effects of the vehicle
fleet. Considering degradation will increase the fleet weight emissions
factors as the model assumes that vehicles with higher mileage are more
likely to degrade compared to vehicles with lower mileage. If the user
chooses to ignore degradation effects, the results will reflect vehicles with
50,000km of accumulated mileage for cars and light duty vehicles, and no
accumulated mileage (ie new) for heavy duty vehicles.

Average trip length
(km)

The model allows the user to define average trip lengths. Trip length is used
to calculate cold start emissions. For example, a shorter average trip length
will result in higher average emissions because the proportion of the trip in
cold start conditions is higher. The default value in VEPM is 9.1km.

Ambient
temperature (°C)

The ambient temperature must be between -10 and 30°C.  The ambient
temperature affects cold start emissions, with higher emissions at lower
temperatures. The default is set at 13.1°C to reflect an average winter
temperature in Auckland. For specific times or day or year, or other
locations, this variable should be adjusted.

Input average
speeds (km/h)

Users are required to input average speeds which must be between 10 and
110 km/h for cars and light commercial vehicles (LCVs). Heavy commercial
vehicles (HCVs) and buses speed range is based on load and gradient inputs.
When the user changes the load and gradient, the minimum and maximum
speed will be changed for HCVs and buses. Table 3.1 shows the speed range
for HCVs and buses for various load and gradient inputs.

3 Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency, 2020. Vehicle emissions prediction model (VEPM 6.1) user guide v4.0.
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Table 3.1: HCV and buses speed range for various load and gradient inputs

Load Gradient Speed Range (km/h)

0% -6% 6 to 72

0% -4% 6 to 75

0% -2% 6 to 75

0% 0% 6 to 86

0% 2% 6 to 86

0% 4% 6 to 71

0% 6% 6 to 70

50% -6% 6 to 72

50% -4% 6 to 75

50% -2% 6 to 75

50% 0% 6 to 86

50% 2% 6 to 84

50% 4% 6 to 65

50% 6% 6 to 50

100% -6% 6 to 72

100% -4% 6 to 75

100% -2% 6 to 75

100% 0% 6 to 86

100% 2% 6 to 78

100% 4% 6 to 54

100% 6% 6 to 38
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4 Input data - Fleet Profile
To calculate emissions for a single scenario, data is required to be inputted in the “Year & Speed” tab
of VEPM additionally, optional inputs can be entered in the “Fleet Profile” tab for single scenario
emissions calculations. Together, the “Year & Speed” and “Fleet Profile” inputs determine the fleet
weighted emissions factors (outputs).

The “Fleet Profile” requires the percentage of vehicle kilometres travelled (%VKT) by each vehicle
class to give an overview of the type, number, age and condition of vehicles on the road during the
selected fleet year. Percentage of vehicle kilometres travelled (%VKT) by each vehicle class can be
based on either user defined or default values. Wherever possible, site-specific data, or data from
nearby locations should be used to estimate the proportion of diesel vehicles, particularly HCVs.

The default fleet profile is based on results from the Ministry of Transport vehicle fleet emissions
model (VFEM). The VFEM output includes actual fleet data up to 2019, with projections out to 2050.
For the selected year, the model will use the Ministry of Transport fleet profile for that particular
year as the default values.4

Figure 4.1 shows an annotated screenshot of the “Fleet Profile” tab on VEPM 7.0.

4 Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency, 2020. Vehicle emissions prediction model (VEPM 6.1) user guide v4.0.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the left-hand side (inputs) of the “Fleet Profile” tab on VEPM 7.0.
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To calculate fleet weighted emission for a single scenario, the user can follow the steps below to
make changes in the left-hand side (inputs) of the “Fleet Profile” tab.

1 Percentage of vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT) by each vehicle class can be based on either
user defined or default values. When VEPM is opened default %VKT is prepopulated and
based off the selected fleet year (in the “Year & Speed” tab).

2 The user can enter site-specific %VKT into the white boxes next to the default values. User
defined %VKT should be used wherever possible to give accurate site-specific outputs.

3 When user defined values are inputted, the %VKT must add to 100%. If the %VKT does not add
to 100% the model will not calculate, and an error message will pop up. The tally at the
bottom right of the online VEPM automatically sums %VKT for ease for the user.

4 Where a user defined value is not specified (but the %VKT adds to 100%) the VEPM will
assume the value to be 0%.

5 When no values are entered into the user defined %VKT the model will use default values.
Additionally, after entering in user defined %VKT the user can click “Apply default values” to
apply the default values for that fleet year.
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5 Right-hand side: Outputs
This section gives instructions for the right-hand side outputs of the model. Figure 5.1 shows an
annotated screenshot of the right-hand side outputs of VEPM 7.0.

Once the input data is entered the following instructions can be used to navigate the right-hand side
(outputs) of VEPM 7.0.

1 Once the scenario values are inputted, the user must click “Calculate” for calculation of fleet
weighted vehicle emissions

2 Copying to clipboard will automatically copy the results summary including: CO, CO₂-e, VOC,
NOx, NO₂, PM₂.₅, PM₁₀, PM₂.₅, FC, CO₂, N₂O and CH₄

3 (Exporting results to an excel file) will download an export file (see Figure 5.2). This file is
taken from the previous spreadsheet version of the model (VEPM 6.3) and will present the
input parameters the user has selected, an overview of the results and fleet emission factors
sheet, which includes a detailed breakdown of emission factors for the selected fleet year. To
export results to an excel file click the toggle next to “Export result to an excel file” the toggle

Figure 5.1: Overview of the right-hand side output of the VEPM 7.0.
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will turn blue when this feature is selected for. The user must click “Calculate” for calculation
of emissions to occur and for the excel file to download

4 Users can select whether the exported results excel file includes a detailed breakdown of
vehicle fleet type (Figure 5.3). Including a detailed breakdown allows the user to view the
following vehicle fleet parameters:

Year, Fleet, EfMethod, Category, Fuel Type, Segment, Standard, StandardOrigin, Technology,
Mode, Pollutant, Speed, SlopePercent, LoadPercent, ColdStart, Degradation, Temperature,
AveTripLength, RatioFleet, AgeYears, VktCummulative, Fuelld, FuelCorrFactor,
FuelRealWorldCorrFactor, DegradationCorrFactor, GradientCorrFactor, ColdStartPenalty,
EfHot and EfTotal.

The detailed breakdown can only be selected when “Export results to excel file” is turned on. To
include a detailed breakdown, click the toggle next to “Export result to an excel file” the toggle will
turn blue when this feature is selected for. Again, the user must click “Calculate” for calculation of
emissions to occur and for the downloaded excel file to include a detailed breakdown.

Figure 5.2 shows a screenshot of the exported results to an excel file excluding detailed breakdown
while Figure 5.3 shows a screenshot of the exported results as an excel file including a detailed
breakdown.
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Figure 5.2: Exporting results to an excel file - excluding detailed breakdown
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Figure 5.3: Exporting results to an excel file - including detailed breakdown



6 Input data - Bulk Run
The bulk run feature of VEPM provides the option for users to perform multiple runs between 1 to
1000 runs at the same time. The bulk run allows users to repeat a run multiple times with an
incremental change in one (or more) parameters. Additionally, the precalculated emission factors
feature provides pre-generated results for 1,979,600 common scenarios. The logic for the
precalculated results is described further in the hyperlink on VEPM 7.0 highlighted in Figure 6.
below.

Figure 6. shows a screenshot of the left-hand side “inputs” of the bulk run tab when opening. Error!
Reference source not found. shows an example of a populated bulk run input.

Figure 6.1: Overview of the left-hand side (inputs) of the Bulk Run tab on VEPM 7.0



There are four key steps required to carry out a bulk run to calculate fleet weighted emission factors
for multiple scenarios in VEPM 7.0.

Step 1 – Bulk input In the “Bulk Run” tab, click to download and save a
copy of the bulk input spreadsheet (see Figure 6.).

Figure 6.1 shows what the downloaded bulk input
template will look like upon opening, ready to be
populated with bulk run inputs.

Step 2 – Populating the bulk input
template

Firstly, the user may need to enable editing in the
downloaded bulk input spreadsheet to input scenarios.

Similar to previous versions of VEPM, users are
required to input run number, year and average speed
for cars, LCVs, HCVs and buses. Notes are embedded
on the bulk input spreadsheet for guidance of the
range of valid input values for each parameter (see
Figure 6.1).

Optional parameters, highlighted in blue in Figure 6.1,
can also be inputted in the bulk input worksheet.
Similarly, notes are embedded on the bulk input
spreadsheet for the range of valid input values for each
optional parameter.

Figure 6.2: Example of a populated bulk run input on VEPM 7.0



Step 3 – Bulk runs

Once the bulk input spreadsheet has been populated the populated excel spreadsheet can be
uploaded to VEPM. Instructions on how to upload the populated excel spreadsheet are described
below:

Step 3.1 – Enter email address

Step 3.2 – Upload populated bulk run Click the upload button in the bulk run tab (see Figure
6.) and select the populated excel bulk run
spreadsheet.

Step 3.3 – Model processing bulk run The bulk run will be added to the process queue. A
background process will pick this job and process it.
Please note that the process may take longer for large
bulk input runs.

Step 3.4 – Including a vehicle type
breakdown

If the user requires a breakdown of emission factors by
vehicle type, rather than total fleet weighted emissions
factors, select the (Include all vehicle type breakdown)
(see Figure 6.). The toggle will turn blue when this
feature is selected for.

Step 3.5 – Process key After uploading the populated bulk input to the online
VEPM 7.0, the model will generate a process key to use

Figure 6.1: Downloaded bulk input template



for future reference, you can copy this to clipboard by
clicking the copy icon next to the process key (see
Error! Reference source not found.).

To check the progress of the bulk run, enter the unique
process key and click “Check Progress”.

Step 3.6 - Complete When the bulk run is complete selecting (Result ready
to download) to download the bulk run output
spreadsheet.

Step 4 – Bulk run outputs

Bulk run allows users to perform multiple runs automatically. Run parameters are inputted into
the bulk input sheet (as described in steps 1 to 3), and results are presented in the bulk run output
worksheet (see step 3.6).

Emission factors for CO, CO₂-e, VOC, NOx, NO₂, NO2, N20, PM exhaust, PM₁₀, FC, PM₂.₅, PM₂.₅, FC,
CO₂, CH₄, EC and PM2.5 are provided according to the bulk inputs. If the Vehicle Type Breakdown
checkbox had been selected by the user on the Bulk Input worksheet, then the remaining columns
in the Bulk Output worksheet will also be populated. Figure 6.3 presents the Bulk Outputs for the
example input data shown in

Figure 6.2.



Figure 6.2: Example bulk input spreadsheet.



Figure 6.3: Example bulk output worksheet for inputs presented in Figure 6.4.




